Digital Success Services

Driving Evolution by Embracing the Digital Future
Digital Data Assessment
The digital strategy has been defined and your data is coming
in from everywhere both internally and externally (e.g.,
drones, IoT, wearables, legacy systems, etc.). What’s the plan?
MVP will assess your data needs against your digital strategy
and roadmap. We can evaluate risk factors, gaps and
capabilities, and success factors, and provide a documented
analysis with observations of findings of the data state
readiness to support the digital strategy.

Solution Development & Emerging Technology
Digital Maturity Assessment
The MVP Digital Maturity Assessment is an evaluation of the
insurer’s digital maturity, providing point-in-time optics used to
influence future digital planning.
The insurer’s Digital Maturity is benchmarked against MVP’s
evaluation of insurance industry competitors and assessment
of industry trends and best practices.

Insurers are looking to take advantage of advanced and
emerging technologies such as robotic process automation,
artificial intelligence and machine learning to lengthen the
lives of legacy core systems and make more accurate and
accelerated decisions.
Whether it’s developing a new digital agent portal with realtime feeds or a 360-degree view of the customer, MVP
provides the resources to make it happen.

MVP provides a detailed report representing a breakdown of
factors assessed within comprehensively measured groups.

Digital Strategy
Depending where you are in your digital journey, MVP delivers
a complete strategy or components of a strategy.
MVP will perform an assessment of your current digital
capability to future-state requirements and develop a
documented plan as a basis for communicating your digital
future. We will identify a proposed timeline and list of projects
to realize the digital vision and execution of the digital plan.

Digital Plan Management

Vendor Selection

MVP understands the dynamics of our clients’ projects,
organizations and infrastructures. We offer seasoned
Program and Project Management resources to help
implement your digital plan, collaborate with leaders to
move projects forward, develop roadmap updates,
governance recommendations and executive reporting.

MVP can facilitate a thorough evaluation of potential
technology solutions and services partners, leveraging our
extensive industry experience and vendor insights. Whether it
be an RPA platform or a new PAS system to support your
digital journey, our process will assist with getting to the best
fit for your digital future.
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